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Abstract. Bhaskar has outlined the process of a depth-investigation and claims
it is a transcendentally necessary condition for the realisation of the critical
naturalist emancipatory project in the human sciences. However, little or no
research has been identified as empirically fulfilling the criteria of a depth-
investigation, making this claim difficult to evaluate. Given this empirical vac-
uum, criticisms of, and doubts about, the emancipatory potential of critical
naturalism have arisen. In this paper I claim that the ‘theory of action’ is a
theory and practice that is consonant with the process and aspirations of a
critical naturalist depth-investigation, and offer cameos of my empirical work
with a manager of a multidisciplinary team in community health care in sup-
port of this. The theory of action both allows for conditional predictions in
the social world, which can be used to discriminate between competing inter-
pretations, and underwrites a discourse ethics that is consistent with critical
realist assumptions. These features in combination serve to rebut the argu-
ments that doubt or criticise the critical naturalist emancipatory project.

Keywords: theory of action, multidisciplinary teams, depth-investigation, eman-
cipation

Introduction

While authors sympathetic to the critical naturalist cause are clear that the
empiricist and hermeneutic programs are unable to provide an adequate
epistemological framework for the human sciences, the methodological alter-
natives are only vaguely sketched, making critical naturalist claims for an
essential emancipatory impulse in these sciences hard to evaluate.1 The
critical realist critique of the philosophical status quo, quite broadly, is that
the Humean causal account at the heart of empiricism leads researchers
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to ignore the contextual and meaningful nature of human action and
excludes the examination of the causal powers of intermittent phenomena
such as reasons, rules and norms.2 While the hermeneutic approach redresses
this exclusion of meaning it is weak on causation and disconfirmability.
Here relativist social constructivists enter the fray claiming that all is dis-
course, a Tower of Babel of incommensurate accounts with only preten-
sions to validity. In contrast, Bhaskar in The Possibility of Naturalism describes
an alternative critical naturalist program that grounds the objective dis-
crimination of competing accounts of meaning through recourse to theory
and empirical investigation. In ‘two important articles’3 Bhaskar extends
the arguments of The Possibility of Naturalism, outlining a framework for
emancipatory research in the form of a ‘depth-investigation’.4 Here he
claims that an idiographic and cognitively focussed critical naturalist depth-
investigation is ‘a transcendental condition for any science of man [sic],
and hence (at a remove) for any science at all’.5

The epistemology, then, is critical naturalist, the method is depth-inves-
tigation, and the aim is emancipation. However, the theory and method-
ology at the heart of the depth-investigation are up to the imagination and
empirical initiative of social scientists6 and no clear examples that would
illuminate the case for depth-investigation are apparent. The paradigm case
appears to be psychoanalysis,7 but here ‘the link between the quest for
knowledge and emancipation is unassailable’.8 Of greater interest, surely, would
be successful applications of depth-investigations to practical problems
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identified by particular individuals and social groups as most puzzling and
important to them. 

None of the foregoing is meant to imply that there are not significant
amounts of research being generated from an explicitly critical realist stand-
point, but rather that the critical naturalist depth-investigation has not been
specifically examined or exploited empirically.9 For example, in my own
field of organisational and management studies an excellent recent collec-
tion documents many realist forays,10 but none of these are examples of
depth-investigations in the way Bhaskar has described them. If we are going
to take seriously the claim that depth-investigations are a transcendental
condition for any human science we had better have this in place prior to
the development of other methodologies, rather than left unrealised and
assumed. Furthermore, given the absence of a fully-fledged research the-
ory and practice that is consonant with the aspirations of a critical natu-
ralist depth-investigation, doubt has emerged about the viability of the
emancipatory aims of critical naturalism11 and criticisms have been levelled
that are difficult to refute solely on philosophical grounds.12, 13
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13 Martyn Hammersley (Martyn Hammersley, ‘Research as emancipatory: the case
of Bhaskar’s critical realism’, Journal of Critical Realism vol. 1, no. 1, 2002, pp. 33-48) 
has also questioned the emancipatory potential of critical naturalism. For the most part
his concerns overlap with Sayer’s and are addressed as such. Where they differ is that
Hammersly does not accept Bhaskar’s arguments to the effect that we can move from
facts to values, thus contradicting ‘Hume’s Law’. While I do not specifically deal with
the plausibility of the move from facts to values in this paper, the theory and empiri-
cal work presented here strongly suggests that the move is warranted. Hammersly errs
in ignoring the role of depth-investigation in mediating the claims of science and the
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imperative for lay agents to alter their beliefs and actions. Bhaskar is not, as Hammersly
claims, making the bald suggestion that ‘if it can be shown that a belief is false and
that holding this belief is causally necessary for the preservation of the status quo—in
short, that the belief is ideological—then it follows automatically that believers should
renounce this belief ’ (p. 45). Any renunciation of belief is achieved through the depth-
investigation process, the possibility of which is the subject of this paper. Even in his
pre-depth-investigation descriptions Bhaskar presents a far more nuanced view, cf. Roy
Bhaskar, PON, p. 64. 

14 Chris Argyris and Donald A. Schön, Theory in Practice: Increasing Professional Effectiveness

[TIP ], (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974); Chris Argyris and Donald. A. Schön, Organizational

Learning II: Theory, Method, and Practice (Reading, M.A.: Addison-Wesley, 1996).
15 See for example: Glyn Jones Elwyn, Frances Rapport and Paul Kinnersley, ‘Primary

health care teams re-engineered’, Journal of Interprofessional Care vol. 12, no. 2, 1998, pp.
189-98.

16 See for example: Marnie Freeman, Carolyn Miller and Nick Ross, ‘The impact
of individual philosophies of teamwork on multi-professional practice and the implica-
tions for education’, Journal of Interprofessional Care vol. 14, no. 3, pp. 237-47.

My aims here are twofold. Firstly, I will advocate the ‘theory of action’14

as an example of a theory and empirical practice consistent with the con-
ceptualisation of a depth-investigation. Secondly, I will use this description
of the theory and an example of empirical work to resolve the doubts about,
and rebut the criticisms of, the emancipatory project of critical naturalism.

In brief, the theory of action is a normative theory of interpersonal and
organisational competence that seeks to identify cognitive mechanisms known
as ‘theories-in-use’ that govern action and may, in crucial respects, impede
agents’ capacity to accurately identify the causal forces that sustain their
social world. The theory of action enables the social scientific researcher
to posit a theoretical understanding of the situated phenomena of concern
that is more adequate, and often contradicts, the agent’s lay interpretation
of the problem, and couples this with what could be described as a dis-
course ethics for resolving these interpretive differences. 

My ‘test bed’ is the arena of multidisciplinary teams in community health
care. These teams routinely face internal conflict that hamstrings their
efforts to provide quality care to their constituency.15 Often these difficulties
are attributed to fundamental differences in the assumptions the different
practitioners bring to their work, with each perceiving a distinct issue as
relevant, believing the views of other professionals are incommensurate with
their own, and having no framework with which to compare and contrast
their various diagnoses and strategies.16 They are also bedeviled by doubts
and conflicts over the appropriate way to manage a group of disparate
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18 Bhaskar, PON.
19 Bhaskar, ‘Emergence, explanation’, p. 295.

professionals attempting to create a collegial work environment.17 In the
face of this the traditional empiricist and hermeneutic research programs
and the more recent social constructivist approach are impotent, although
this claim is not defended here. 

Emancipatory Critique and Depth-Investigation

In The Possibility of Naturalism Bhaskar proposes a transformational model
of social activity (TMSA). On this account social structures provide the
preconditions for agents, who reproduce and occasionally transform these
structures through their agency. Societies, then, always pre-exist the agents
in whose activity they are perpetuated and altered. As a consequence agents
cannot be seen as creating themselves, so the sources of their actions, beliefs
and social world are to some extent opaque to them, their understanding
being limited by unintended consequences, unacknowledged conditions,
tacit skills and unconscious motivation.

In the human sciences the subject matter is both social objects (including
beliefs) and beliefs about those social objects.18 Since beliefs can be mistaken
(agent accounts may be inaccurate because of the effects of the unac-
knowledged processes just noted), then they can be criticised for misrep-
resenting their object—they are false beliefs. To the extent that we can show
that they are necessitated by a particular structure or mechanism and are
therefore systematically false we are describing a false consciousness.

The goal of the human sciences, then, is not just to identify false beliefs
(criticism) but to uncover the cause(s) of those beliefs (explanatory critique).19

In this way the human sciences can be critical social sciences that inform
agents about compulsions and illusions beyond the grasp of their lay com-
prehension. It is also, Bhaskar argues, the final breach in the Humean wall
that separates facts from values, as considerations of the facts, in the light
of a theory or theories, will demonstrate both the falsity of a belief and
identify the structure(s) and mechanism(s) responsible for these false beliefs,
leading directly to a negative evaluation (value judgement) of the struc-
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20 Ibid., p. 295.
21 Ibid., p. 294.
22 Ibid., p. 304.
23 Ibid., p. 304.
24 Ibid., p. 304.

ture(s) and mechanism(s) responsible and a positive evaluation of actions
designed to remove them. Explanation is thus a precondition for emanci-
pation, conceptualised as the transformation of ‘sources of determination from

unwanted to wanted ones’.20 This has obvious normative consequences, namely
that the human sciences can potentially ‘be in a position to cast some light
on what we ought to do and say, feel and think’.21

To provide an explanatory critique of those structures and mechanisms
that distort the real conditions for a particular practice a practically ori-
ented, idiographic, depth-investigation is required. A depth-investigation

may be defined generally as any cooperative inquiry, which includes the agent,
into the structure of some presumed set of mechanisms, constituting for that
agent an unwanted source of determination (which, whether cognitive or not,
will always possess some cognitive manifestation), with a view to initiating,
preserving, or restoring that agent’s ability to act and think rationally.22 

The process of a depth-investigation

is dependent on the application of a theory and the willingness of the agent,
below given as ‘Y’, to consent to a co-investigation with the social scient-
ist, ‘X’:

(1) Y is not capable of O; scientific realism suggests there is a mechanism M
preventing this.
(2) General theory T investigates the structure of blocking/compelling mech-
anisms, under the control of empirical data and researches.
(3) The application of T to Y depends upon the agent Y, as well as co-
investigator X, for it is Y’s interpretations, actions, and determinations that
are at issue.23

The theory and practices required to accomplish this cannot be given in
philosophy, however, but must be worked for through the depth-inves-
tigative process itself

although the concept of a depth-investigation has been introduced as an idio-
graphic, practically oriented application of some or other determinate explana-
tory critique, the theory at the heart of the critique itself depends crucially for
its own development and empirical confirmation on such investigations (whether
living or reconstructed, e.g., historical materials).24
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Epistemology provides the framework, but only the empirical work and
theory building of social scientists will develop the application.25 What is
required, then, is some scientific enterprise and labouring to fulfill the
Lockean underlabouring that has already been done. Without this the
ground is fertile for doubts and criticisms that can trade on the spectre of
‘actually existing’ critical naturalism.

Criticisms of the Theory of Emancipatory Critique

Collier

Andrew Collier26 believes, along with many critical realists,27 that the human
sciences are concerned with phenomena that exist only in open systems
and consequently are not amenable to experimental investigation. The vital
role played by artificially closed experimental systems in the natural sci-
ences is that they allow the isolation and hence unambiguous identification
of causal powers. But if, Collier argues, experimentation is essential to the
progress of the natural sciences, either directly in those sciences that allow
closure, or indirectly in those sciences which cannot create closure but can
receive input from experimental sciences (a paleontologist uses carbon dat-
ing, for example), then how are the non-experimental human sciences to
progress? Given these doubts Collier characterises the human sciences as
‘epistemoids’28 rather than proper sciences and deems their progress is likely
to be slow, halting, and imprecise.

Bhaskar, on the other hand, suggests that our hermeneutic understand-
ing of the social object of our interest compensates for the impossibility of
experimentation.29 We have knowledge of our social world from our par-
ticipation in it and have direct access to feelings, thoughts, cultural rules
and other social phenomena. But, as we have noted, Bhaskar also con-
cedes that agents will be unaware of the limits of their knowledge with
respect to unintended consequences, unacknowledged conditions, tacit skills
and unconscious motivation. How are we then to determine the correct-
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ness of any interpretation? When are agents distorting their underlying
motivations and when are they accessing relevant data? The so-called com-
pensator, according to Collier, confers no advantage at all:

The hermeneutic moment is so prominent in the human sciences not because
it is a more essential stage or a more reliable or informative source than in
the natural sciences, but because, in the absence of experiments, we have so
little else.30

This has serious repercussions for any emancipatory science that go beyond
Collier’s admitted scepticism. For if competing accounts cannot objectively
isolate the causal role played by a particular structure or mechanism31 then
the emancipatory project of critical naturalism is in peril. The justification
for the value judgement for the removal of a source of false beliefs (Bhaskar’s
breach of the logical divide between facts and values) is that the beliefs
can be objectively shown to be false and the source unambiguously attrib-
uted to one or more mechanisms and structures. Explanation precedes
emancipation. In the absence of an objective perspective from which lay
accounts can be critiqued we can do no better than to suggest in our
analysis which determinations may be at work, hardly strong grounds, or
an impetus, for transformational praxis.

Bhaskar’s argument, in contrast, is that a theory, derived via transcen-
dental arguments,32 can allow non-predictive tests or even, if powerful
enough, qualified predictive tests to discriminate between the scientific the-
ory and the lay position.33 Bhaskar is hopeful that we can thus go beyond
the interpretive binds of the hermeneutic circle to a spiral of explanation,
with critique identifying the causes of false beliefs, causes which in turn
require their own explanation.34 But he is vague about the adjudication of
interpretations this presupposes:

But how do we isolate agents’ beliefs and social meanings in the face of the
corrigibility of statements of them? Agents’ accounts are more that just evidence;
they are an internally related aspect of what they are about. Hence, any res-
olution of this problem must be two-way, it being incumbent upon the social
investigator to avoid both the extreme of arrogant dismissal of, and of fawning
assent to avowals [. . .]. But agreement between agent and investigator hardly
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35 Ibid., p. 293; Bhaskar, ‘Emergence, explanation’, p. 293.
36 Sayer, RSS, p. 160.

seems either a necessary or sufficient criterion for an adequate interpretation.
Rather, it would seem that the adequacy of any interpretation, or more gen-
erally of any act of self-understanding, can only be shown, in relation to the
point of the interpretation (or understanding), in the always more or less con-
tingently circumscribed context of an agent’s self-formation.35

This passage indicates that an accurate and adequate interpretation will
depend on considering the context and the aim of the interpretation. This
seems plausible enough, but these considerations themselves will require inter-
pretation and so back we go on the hermeneutic roundabout. What is yet
to be specified is how one interpretation can be more adequate than another.
If critical realism is to go beyond the hermeneutic moment that inaugurates
its inquiries in the human sciences it will need to find empirical programs
that spell out methods for the objective adjudication of interpretations.

Sayer

Where Bhaskar and Collier are satisfied with the general role of a critical
social science as identifying and explaining false beliefs and avoidable
suffering, Sayer argues that this is inadequate, that the goal needs to be
more specific:

Most of the arguments in philosophy relating to CSS [critical social science]
concern the controversial naturalist move from is to ought. While I accept that
the move is legitimate where the ought term is unspecific, that is, where it
means merely ‘the false belief, or type of suffering ought to be removed’, it
is far more questionable where it means ‘x ought to be changed in a certain
way’. Clearly CSS would have little to offer if it was limited to the former
unspecific directive; its claim to be potentially emancipatory would be decid-
edly feeble.36

A critical naturalist response to the problems of the social world needs,
then, to help agents go beyond identification of problems to suggesting
solutions and methods of implementation. Otherwise the rhetoric of eman-
cipation will be empirically unfulfilled. But once this is accepted then we
face a host of problems in discriminating between competing understand-
ings of means and ends:

In practice, critiques of social phenomena are enormously contentious because
it is difficult to establish agreement about what constitute problems, solutions
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or improvements, and whether the latter are feasible. The quest for emanci-
pation therefore involves addressing normative questions and the feasibility of
alternatives.37

Bhaskar acknowledges this problem in outline when he notes that ‘diag-
nosis is not therapy’,38 that is, the theory which locates error may not be
the theory which can alleviate the problem. Sayer’s emphasis, however, is
that without knowledge of this ‘therapy’ agents have no real way to test
the merits of their alleged emancipation, and no compulsion to set aside
erroneous ways. Their legacy practices, though flawed, may still be the
best, or only conceivable, ways forward. 

In short, Sayer is arguing that critical realists need to identify concrete
instances of change, where ‘x ought to be changed in a certain way’, and
illustrate normative deliberations between competing parties. As a conse-
quence, to achieve a practical understanding of the normative superiority
of an alternative solution or social world, the agents will need some form
of ethical discourse procedure, consistent with realism, to discriminate
between competing accounts of needs and determine unmet responsibilities.39

Chalmers

Alan Chalmers wonders whether the whole critical naturalist project has
started off on the wrong foot. In The Possibility of Naturalism Bhaskar argues
he has isolated irreducible properties of the social world that do not prej-
udice the choice of one kind of social science over another, but instead
identify the conditions that the human sciences must fulfil if they are to
be successful. The TMSA depends on the reality of both social structures
and individual agency as distinct, though related, causal realms. But Chalmers
fears that, in general, Bhaskar has merely identified some of the ‘pre-
scientific reflections of the ideology of the day’40 and in particular that he
has selected features of humans and society so ‘as to make it possible to
pull a version of historical materialism out of the philosophical hat’.41

In one sense Chalmers appears to be quite straightforwardly mistaken. In
brief, the very identity of human actions and social processes presupposes
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45 Chalmers, ‘Bhaskar’s realism’, p. 23.
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their social relational and intentional dimensions,42 so structures and agency
as Bhaskar defines them. A judge’s verdict is not a judge’s verdict if the
person making it is not socially related to penal and judicial institutions,
so social relations and structures that pre-exist individuals are inherent to
the identity of many, if not most, actions. On the intentional front it is
clear that an act of aggression, for example, is only an act of aggression
if the agent responsible is directing their behaviour (be it swinging an arm
or poisoning a chalice) towards the harm of another. Without intentional
agency we do not have a human science at all, but a science of bodily
movements.43

However, the general thrust of Chalmers argument is that, where in
Bhaskar’s seminal A Realist Theory of Science44 he could work backwards from
reasonably uncontentious examples of successful sciences, in the social sphere
he cannot, instead relying, potentially, on the ‘tenacious truisms’45 of his
time and committing to a philosophical project that is ‘too far from the
domain of practically efficacious intervention’.46 Once again, these criti-
cisms rely for their plausibility on the dearth of successful concrete exem-
plars of the explanatory critique in the human sciences, in other words,
of practically efficacious interventions. 

As abstract as Chalmers criticisms may seem, and seemed to Bhaskar,47

Rom Harré has developed alternative account that claims to do just what
Chalmers criticisms might have anticipated, redescribing structures in a
wholly contrary fashion that strips them of their causal powers and under-
mines a fundamental tenet of the theory of explanatory critique.

Harré

Rom Harré has developed a radical position within a realist framework
which challenges the core critical realist assumption that social structures
have causal powers. He puts forward a preliminary model of realist social
action that locates causal powers solely in agency. In short, he sees patterns
of interaction developing through the discursive practices of agents that
create positions of power from which people can causally affect others.
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The stability of these distributions of power gives us structures such as the
nation state, class and bureaucracies. These structures are real in the sense
of existing through consistent discursive practices, and have the capacity
to constrain or limit discourses, but even so they are merely taxonomic
categories that pick out groups of peoples’ practices. Class, for example, is
nothing other than a classification of various activities, such as the capitalist
collecting rent or being idle. Since a taxonomic category can’t actually do
anything, only people can, locating causation at the level of structure is,
literally, a categorical error. So, in Harré’s model, it is the people in power
that start wars, not nation states; people who deny others’ welfare payments
cause those others to become destitute, not government policy or the
bureaucracy and certainly not the highly abstract category ‘capitalism’.48

The glue that holds all this together is the replication of discursive prac-
tices, rules and ‘reductons’ through a process of Vygotskian socialization.49

A reducton is the social habit at the core of this process, ‘a minute social
practice [. . .] how we shake hands, who sits where at the table, how we
pass in the street and so on which seem to be the highly resistant bits of
the social world that keep on keeping on, thereby reproducing the old
regime’.50 Rather than seeing social structures that condition agents, Harré
sees skills that are passed on from adults to neonates within the family.51

Socialization is into a socially shared framework or form of life, but it is
individuals as agents that make this happen.

If this is the case it crucially undermines the TMSA, which expresses
social structures as pre-existing, conditioning the possibilities for agency,
and emergent, having intrinsic causal powers. In this view a nation state has
powers that an equivalent number of individuals do not, because of the
social relational dimensions of the positions within this structure and the
real powers at their disposal, such as the power of sanction and so on. It
is nation states that have the capacity to wage war, not agents (or rather,
not just agents); capitalism, government and the bureaucracy that causes
destitution, not the people (again, not just the people) deciding who is or
isn’t (or what stories are or aren’t) worthy of a government handout. Agents,
of course, must form part of a causal account in critical naturalism as it
is they who reproduce and occasionally alter the structures which govern
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their actions, but whether an agential or structural explanation is best in
any given situation is an empirical question. But here the issue is also cen-
tral to the theory of emancipatory critique, where the causal powers of
structures are the source of false consciousness.

In many ways these are parallel descriptions of the same apparent phe-
nomena; where Bhaskar sees emergent powers,52 Harré sees perlocutionary
and illocutionary acts legitimated by shared discursive practices,53 where
Harré sees people following (even if unconsciously) stories,54 Bhaskar can
construe stories as, at least occasionally, structures with causal powers.55

Many of the criticisms of Harré miss their mark because they fail to see
that he is providing a competing theory that redescribes the same phe-
nomena. Others miss because they are responses to what they believe is
implied by his position. So, when he is accused of being individualist,56 or
that he is implying that reductons merely replace structures as causal phe-
nomena, or that he is saying structures don’t have negative consequences57

and so on, he can quite legitimately respond in the negative. 
So structures in Bhaskar’s terminology and patterns of discursive prac-

tices in Harré’s serve largely the same purpose. Both are relatively stable
but capable of change, both limit the possibilities for action and legitimate
positions from which people have power to act.58 However, in Harré’s
account structures and their concomitant rules are not causal but tools that
agents use to achieve discursive ends (which may indeed have material
consequences such as war or unemployment). People may appear to behave
in accordance with rules, as viewed by a sociologist or some other outside
observer, but this does not mean the rules are actually causal, just that
the stable actions demonstrated are consistent with a rule following descrip-
tion.59 Further, and Harré argues decisively, rules cannot be causal because
agents can always adjust them or even ignore or break them.60

For Harré the consequence of this analysis is that critical realists are
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wrong to locate the possibility for change at the level of social structure.
Firstly, structures are only categories that pick out certain practices, so the
practices should be the focus of change efforts. Secondly, historical events
confirm the futility of change at the structural level: Napoleon takes on
the characteristics of Louis XIV,61 the Iran of the Ayatollahs mimics the
Iran of the Shah in important respects.62 If practices are to be the loca-
tion for change our efforts should be directed at rules,63 and if possible,
reductons64 (it is too difficult, Harré believes, to systematically change peo-
ple65). Stories also feature as key leverage points for change,66 presumably
because in Harré’s view structures are in essence socially shared stories.

Harré claims this reorientation gives grounds for greater optimism:

What do I think constrains our march to paradise? It is our belief that the
narrative structures within which we are embedded are real in some mistaken
sense. As soon as we disabuse ourselves of that idea then what is holding us
back is nothing but stories. We can begin to get to work and shift our ontology
in such a way as to make a better set of tales available. So we are going in
the same direction. I am actually more optimistic than Roy [Bhaskar].67

But this optimism is belied by some of his other commitments and com-
ments. If rules have no causal powers, only agents, how can changing rules
help without changing the agents who make them and go on making them?
Presuming for the moment we can change rules, if rules can be adjusted
and broken and so on, what makes him believe that changing them will
have any effect? Finally, what of reductons? If they explain the intransi-
gence of structures as discursive stabilities, don’t we need to change them?
On this note Harré proffers candidly:

How to improve the social world—change the rules, change the customs,
change these overt things which people could write down. But that turns out
to be not quite right. There is yet more that escapes the eye of legislators.
There are all those little things that turn out to play an important, even dom-
inating, role in the reproduction of society. How we would change the reduc-
tons, goodness only knows.68
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It is difficult to see how this outline of a research program is more optimistic
than the focus on structures that Harré lambasts. But it does succeed, in
my view, in throwing down the gauntlet at the critical realist’s feet. How
are we to untangle these two incommensurate but parallel accounts, built
on the same observations? The transcribed live philosophical debate69 tends
towards the circular, as does the other published debate.70 The strategy
pursued here is to see what happens in an empirical research programme
that tests for the causal powers of a structure (not, pace Harré, just their
use in constraining action).

The Theory of Action

The theory of action began as an investigation into the effectiveness of
professionals as they dealt with issues that required interpersonal compe-
tence. Early in their empirical investigations the researchers were con-
fronted with a puzzle. Firstly they assumed that agents design their actions.
Secondly they expected these designs to be generic, yet adjustable for the
contingencies of each specific situation.71 They found, however, a discrep-
ancy between agents’ descriptions of their actions and the meaning their
actions held for others, forcing them to reconsider the basis of their research:

The frequency of this inconsistency was so great that the rational reaction would
have been for us to scrap the idea of theories of action as executive design
programs. But in order to scrap the idea, we also had to scrap the idea that
there were identifiable connections between what went on in people’s heads
and their observed actions.

To salvage the concept, we took what appeared to us a risky, if not arrogant,
step. We asked ourselves: What if there are identifiable connections between
what goes on in people’s heads and their actions, but they are not aware of them?72

The researchers then employed what critical realists would recognise as a
transcendental argument, asking in effect, ‘what must the world be like for
this to occur?’. They split their theory of action concept into two distinct
components, espoused theories and theories-in-use. The theories of action that
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people could describe were their espoused theories. They were readily
accessed reasons, rules and norms that did appear to successfully explain
actions in routine situations. Theories-in-use, on the other hand, consisted
of tacit norms or values, and in situations that were characterised by unique-
ness, uncertainty, and instability (as enabling conditions), and where inter-
personal vulnerability in the form of potential embarrassment or threat was
present (as a stimulus condition) were a much better explanation of agents’
actions.73 The consequence of this recasting of the theory of action con-
cept is that, in response to non-routine and potentially threatening prob-
lems, agents will be systematically unaware of the meaning and causal
impact of their actions, at the same time believing they can account for
them, and will be blind to this discrepancy.74

Model I: theory-in-use

The theory-in-use which appeared to account for people’s responses to
non-routine problems was termed ‘Model I’. Model I was characterised by
its anti-learning tendencies which both limited the effectiveness of agents
and occluded awareness of their ineffectiveness. In the terms of critical nat-
uralism, Model I is the postulation of a structuratum75 that operates as a
causal mechanism which distorts the apprehension and interpretation of
the environment, and consequently misprescribes responses to the situation
at hand. 

Model I consists of a set of interconnected governing values that must
be satisfied in the design of action: define goals and try to achieve them,
maximise winning and minimise losing, minimise the expression of nega-
tive feelings and avoid subjectivity (appear logical). Agents enact these val-
ues through action strategies such as privately evaluating the situation and
attributing cause, using power and persuasion to prevent others from
redefining it, speaking in abstractions, hiding relevant thoughts and feelings.76

Model I predisposes agents to act defensively, protecting themselves and
their position while trying to control the behaviour of others. As those 
others are also likely to be programmed with Model I there will be an
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escalation in controlling actions at the expense of learning about the
underlying issues. Groups where this dynamic is played out will tend towards
competitiveness, conformity, polarisation and politicking. Commitment to
group decisions and risk-taking will be reduced and norms will develop
that sanction these behaviours and make them undiscussable.77 The impli-
cation of this limited learning system is that the agents within groups and
organisations will find it difficult to reflect on the shared rules and norms
that underpin both their own and their organisation’s theories-in-use. In
this way Model I, as a constellation of norms, becomes self-sealing in the
sense that using it prevents people from becoming aware of its influence.
It precludes double-loop learning,78 that is, learning about the underlying con-
ditions and mechanisms that give rise to the manifest phenomena.

The aim of the theory of action, though, is not just description of the
status quo but effective intervention to alter it. To this end Argyris and
Schön have postulated an alternative set of norms, Model II, the aim of
which is to create the conditions for mutually reinforcing cycles of learn-
ing in the place of the Model I defensive routines, where agents can become
aware of discrepancies between their espoused and in-use theories and
engage in deeper learning about the underlying conditions for action. 

The governing values of Model II are valid information, in the sense
of grounding inferences in observation of data; free and informed choice,
that is choice based on agreement on the selection of, and meaning of,
relevant data; and an internal commitment to monitor any choices made.79

The action strategies that serve Model II values are: making designing
and managing the environment a bilateral task, making protection of self
or other a joint operation, and speaking in directly observable categories
by illustrating how attributions and evaluations were reached.80 It is, in
effect, a value set for a discourse ethics which has at its goal the genera-
tion and testing of all relevant thoughts and feelings.

Implementing Model II values through these behavioural strategies is
hypothesised to improve the capacity of individuals and groups to learn
about the conditions underlying the problems they confront. In situations
that pose threat or embarrassment, where information is ambiguous or 
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otherwise inaccessible, the defensive actions and reactions should be dis-
placed by learning oriented actions that make the underlying conditions of
the problem situation discussable. Agents should be able to test the ade-
quacy of their causal attributions and evaluations, close the gap between
their diagnosis and reality, and reduce the disparity between their espoused
theory and their theory-in-use.

As straightforward as this might sound, learning a new set of governing
values is a particularly difficult exercise. The existing governing values,
being tacit and automatic, are difficult to detect and it takes time and effort
to interrupt them and engage an alternative theory-in-use. It appears that
agents cannot deviate from their theories-in-use by a simple act of will.81

The theory of action and critical realism

For some time theory of action practitioners have been concerned with
the epistemological position of their theory. Unlike hermeneutic approaches
it was concerned with disconfirmability and causation, unlike empiricism
it was interested in intelligible connection (rather than variable conjunc-
tion); that is, meaning and agency as causal. The consensus so far is that
a pragmatist/Habermasian ideal speech model is the best fit,82 making the
theory of action an example of Habermas’s critical social sciences, although
this is more stated than argued for. While this is not necessarily inaccu-
rate, it seems to me that the theory of action is more at home under the
critical realist banner. Firstly, the theory of action is concerned with the
validity of agents’ descriptions rather than consensus, which appears to me
to be the reverse of Habermas, at least as he is often interpreted.83 Secondly,
if the arguments of this paper are correct then the theory of action need
not seek status as some special kind of science but is, on a critical realist
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reading, on a continuum with the natural sciences. It is not an anomaly
but an exemplar. In fact it is the dominant empiricist approaches in organ-
isational theory, considered the standard bearers of scientific rigour, that
are sorely in need of special justification.

But the theory of action is also important to critical realism. Firstly as
a concrete example of a successful research program that exemplifies the
claims Bhaskar makes for depth-investigation and the theory of explanatory
critiques. The theory of action is a situated investigation of an unconscious
structuratum/mechanism that prevents agents from understanding the causal
dimensions of their social world, including the operation of this mecha-
nism. This is simply lacking in the literature, with the partial exception of
psychoanalysis. Secondly, the actual practice of a depth-investigation throws
light on doubts and criticisms about the shape and even achievability of
the emancipatory project. None of these doubts and criticisms seem to be
yielding to philosophical debate alone, essentially because they are concerned
with instantiation. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the theory of
action makes a very bold conjecture (the boldest I know of anywhere in
the behavioural sciences) that should interest anyone with aims of collec-
tive transformation of the social world, which I take to be most critical
realists: collectivities, such as organisations and groups, will be ineffective
in the face of problems that contain threat or embarrassment, and no
amount of goodwill can prevent this. This suggests that even small-scale
emancipatory change may be more difficult than anticipated84 and that a
depth-investigation is indeed a necessary precondition for emancipation.

So, the most interesting organisational theory is a critical realist one, and
it is the most interesting precisely because of that. Due to space limitations
this is largely implicit in the following arguments. What I hope is explicit
is that this theory and methodology has something to say to critical real-
ists: that the theory of explanatory critiques holds, that depth-investigation
is possible, and that concrete emancipatory differences to agents’ lives can
be achieved through reflective praxis (but not through idealist prescription).

A Critical Realist Depth-Investigation using the Theory of Action

In the following case I acted as a consultant to Alison (a pseudonym), who
was the manager of a small multidisciplinary organisation, called here the
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Community Support Service (CSS). CSS provides direct support to disad-
vantaged clients with high complex needs (physical, economic, substance
abuse and psychological) and indirect support to those same clients via
consultancy to other agencies with a similar mandate. Alison had several
pressing organisational issues, the most salient being the disintegration of
her relationship with one of the senior members of her team, who we
came to call ‘Ms X’. The issue revolved around Ms X’s relationship with
the Multicultural Liaison Team (MLT), a specialist sub-group within Alison’s
organisation that consulted to outside agencies. Members of this group had
complained to Alison that Ms X was interfering in their meetings and
other activities. Alison came to believe Ms X had assumed an uninvited,
and hence inappropriate, supervisory role with the MLT, probably because
Ms X had previously had responsibility for these activities before recent
organisational changes. Alison met with Ms X to resolve the issue but the
meeting went badly, with Ms X departing in tears. Ms X subsequently
lodged a complaint about Alison’s actions, calling them ‘bullying’. Alison
in turn saw Ms X’s actions as ‘destructive’.

The following is an excerpt from that meeting:

Alison: You have maintained your offers of professional consultancy with them,
but the MLT are able to make decisions/undertake case management on their
own. So what I’m trying to say then, is that rather than attending these joint
meetings, your time may be better utilised elsewhere. I’m also looking at this
from a workload perspective as you are understandably overwhelmed with
your work, and asking how to reduce your workload.

Ms X: (appearing panicked and shocked) How can you decide that! Has there
been any consultation? I’ve not heard about this, you can’t make these decisions!

Analysis

Taking this one, admittedly small, slice of data, what can the theory of
action bring to the issue that the agents themselves cannot? Although a
theory of action investigation is a joint examination by the researcher and
the research participants into a problem of the participants’ choosing, and
depends on the meanings the participants have developed, the researcher
aims to provide a more adequate explanation of events. This is hypothesised
to be possible because the research participants are unlikely to be aware of
the influence of their theories-in-use on their framing of the problem and
their subsequent selection of solutions. It is this capacity of the theory to
critique lay understanding that makes it potentially helpful to the partici-
pants and marks it as an example of a critical realist depth-investigation. 
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In puzzling and stressful situations, such as the one Alison and Ms X
find themselves in, agents develop their own causal theories to explain
events. That is, they assign meanings and hypothesise about the role of
these meanings in accounting for their own and others’ actions. The assump-
tions they build in this way frame the problem they see. This is typically
the level at which hermeneutic/interpretivist research tackles these issues,
with the aim of understanding events as the agents do. A critical realist depth-
investigation instead must aim for an explanatory critique that uncovers causal
dimensions different to those identified in the lay account. 

In the case at hand, Alison expressed to me her belief that Ms X was
illegitimately supervising the MLT because she wanted to usurp control
and avoid taking direction, and consequently was undermining her leadership.
Given these assumptions it made sense to Alison to attempt to direct Ms
X since Ms X was clearly doing something that any reasonable person
would acknowledge she shouldn’t be doing. But note that this framing of
the problem and prescription for action depend on the unchecked (untested)
assumption that Ms X is supervising others. Failing to check, or not see-
ing the necessity to check, potentially threatening assumptions is a key
Model I maneuver with predictable consequences for the learning system.
Alison does not actually know that Ms X is supervising others, or even
what ‘supervision’ means to each of the actors in this story. Here Ms X
is constructed as willfully disobedient rather than having a rationale for
her actions. Given this framing it is understandable that Alison would feel
frustration, but this feeling does not confer incorrigibility on the interpretations
it is based on. Ms X may, for example, believe that she is helping the MLT
deal with a difficult relationship that is clearly beyond their ken and that
Alison was mistaken in assigning this responsibility to them in the first place. 

Such alternative framings are, however, extremely difficult to access and
test for their reasonableness in a Model I social world because the pre-
scriptions for action that follow Model I values compound any errors con-
tained in the original framing the problem. Here, once Alison has framed
the problem as Ms X’s recalcitrance, she develops a rectifying strategy that
could be called ‘a friendly redirection’, ostensibly in the service of Ms X’s
needs: ‘You have maintained your offers of professional consulting with
them, but the MLT can make decisions on their own [. . .]. So what I’m
trying to say then, is that rather than attending these joint meetings, your
time may be better utilised elsewhere. I’m also looking at this from a work-
load perspective [. . .]’. For this strategy to work Alison must continue to
hide any of the negative assumptions she holds, and disguise that she is
doing so. This is a common, socially sanctioned Model I strategy for con-
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veying potentially threatening information, with the aim of altering the
recipient’s behaviour while not upsetting him or her.85 However, rather
than not upsetting Ms X it has the opposite effect, presumably because
Ms X is aware, even if only tacitly, of its controlling function. At the same
time using this strategy diminishes the chances of accessing important infor-
mation about Ms X’s perspective on the situation. 

The first goal of the researcher, then, is to develop an alternative account
of the situation and events of interest that may better explain the predica-
ment of the research participant. The point of this interpretive exercise is
to reframe the meaning of the data in terms of the theory of action. Rather
than seeing Ms X as usurping control or Alison as a bully I framed the
problem as each of them using Model I meanings and strategies that both
curtailed learning about the events in question and entrenched the nega-
tive interpersonal dynamics. Although I believed that Alison acted in good
faith and in accord with what made sense to her given her managerial
responsibilities, what made sense was arrived at privately, was untested and
presumed to be valid (i.e. was based on Model I reasoning). Since it was
considered valid, intervening actions based on it were seen as reasonable,
so any contrary response reinforced the assumption of recalcitrance, lay-
ing the foundation for continued misunderstandings and bad feelings. 

While there is obviously a great deal more data than the portion given
above, even small examples can be surprisingly illustrative, because the
theory postulates that the design of all action will be consistent with Model
I (given the appropriate enabling and stimulus conditions). For example,
if we were to arrange the dialogue using a ‘ladder of inference’86 we can
determine the predominate theory-in-use: the utterance ‘You have main-
tained your offers of professional consulting with them, but the MLT can
make decisions on their own’ can be analysed as follows (reading from the
bottom to the top):

Theory-in-use value Define and try to achieve goal (Model I)
Action Strategy Own and control task through high advocacy, no 

invitation for inquiry
Cultural Definition MLT do not need your help
Data ‘You have maintained your offers of professional 

consulting with them, but the MLT can make decisions
on their own’
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In fact this reflects the totality of Alison’s dialogue, which consists almost
entirely of advocating her position. Given this Model I strategy it is pre-
dictable that Ms X’s defenses would be triggered, that Ms X would develop
negative attributions about Alison, that these would either be covered-up,
and their cover-up in turn covered up or would be expressed, triggering
Alison’s defenses. These are the horns of the Model I dilemma. Skewered
by either, there will be little or no learning about the underlying condi-
tions of the problem situation, including the role of theories-in-use. More
probably agents in this situation will collude with others of a like mind,
attempt to covertly influence the group process and disguise these actions.
They in turn will become suspicious of the motivations of others in whom
they see these same behaviours. Individuals in groups where this dynamic
is being played out will tend to keep to the safe issues, avoid wicked prob-
lems (fundamental problems of identity and purpose), and distance them-
selves from responsibility for the group’s ineffectiveness. 

If this diagnosis is correct it would suggest different solutions to the prob-
lem at hand: namely to develop Model II (or equivalent) norms and use
Model II strategies to inquire into the underlying conditions of Ms X’s
actions. Instead of prescribing a redirection of Ms X such an approach
would suggest sharing the problem definition with Ms X. Instead of pri-
vately and unilaterally developing attributions Alison could publicly test her
reasoning. The resulting inquiry would deal with questions such as: ‘Is Ms
X really supervising the new team?’; ‘What does “supervising” entail?’; ‘If
she is supervising, what are her reasons for doing so?’; ‘If she does not
believe she is supervising, why do the MLT and Ms X have discrepant
understandings?’; ‘What makes it difficult for the MLT members to share
their misgivings with Ms X in the first place?’. Again, this is deceptively
simple as an espoused approach but difficult to internalise as a theory-in-
use. Alison and I went through quite a few iterations over a period of
months before she absorbed even rudimentary elements of this approach.

Testing alternative views

The second goal of the researcher is to put his interpretation to the research
participant for critique. There are several phases to the research process
that create the conditions for discriminating between the researcher’s theory
of action account and the research participant’s lay account. If interpre-
tations differ the researcher uses Model II values and strategies to try to
create conditions to test for their plausibility. This may result in a new
synthesis, or a reframing of the object of inquiry, or it may lead to a
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straightforward rejection of one view or the other. Note that this inter-
ventionist approach is consistent with a critical realist and not hermeneu-
tic epistemology. Rather than presuming that agents have complete knowl-
edge of the underlying conditions of their action the theory of action claims
that they are unaware of the role of the tacit values contained in their
theory-in-use and the cognitive and practical binds these create. This propo-
sition can then itself become a topic to be tested.

When Alison claimed, for example, that Ms X had a personality disor-
der and so checking assumptions with her (a Model II strategy) was not
going to be useful I asked her to illustrate by providing the data she built
her inference on. When the actions of Ms X she described turned out to
be identical to actions she herself had used, and moreover, this similarity
had occurred to her before, I pointed this out:

Alison: So there will be a lot of bitching about other people, like ‘you’re fan-
tastic and I think you’re great’ and everyone else is shit and that could cre-
ate all sorts of problems in the work place because then you’ve got people
coming up against each other.

Tim: Yeah, but as we’ve discussed before I think I saw that in things you did
too at one point. In the second case you wrote ‘you wondered whether—’

Alison: Exactly.

Tim: ‘—you’d been doing to her what you thought she’d been doing to you.’
So are you saying then . . .

Alison: That I’ve got the same! (Laughs)

These contradictions would surface the illogic of the Model I defensive
reasoning that protected Alison from examining her responsibility for the
difficulty in the relationship. It was as if Alison reasoned: ‘If Ms X has a
personality disorder, it makes sense that I do not check my inferences with
her’. But if her evidence that Ms X had a personality disorder was that
she did a, b, and c, and Alison also did a, b, and c, then she would need
to decide whether her evidence was insufficient or whether she also had
a personality disorder—‘That I’ve got the same!’. Since the latter was un-
acceptable, the former gained credence.

The researcher also encourages the exploration of possible exceptions to
Model I, that is, alternative explanations and theories. For example, Alison
believed that she had successfully negotiated some difficult organisational
change issues with a subordinate we called ‘Ms Feisty’, with whom she felt
a ‘trusting’ relationship. Alison believed that this success indicated that the
problem with her relationship with Ms X was related to a lack of trust
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rather than theories-in-use. As we reflected on the data that led Alison to
these conclusions, however, it was not at all clear that these interpretations
could be supported. Upon further discussion it emerged that Alison had
significant problems with Ms Feisty’s suggestions for change that echoed
the common lament in the multidisciplinary literature about the difficulties
of interprofessional communication. Alison thought that Ms Feisty’s ideas
sprang from a ‘mental health model’ approach which was about fixing
things and was prone to introduce bureaucratic measures such as forms.
It was contrasted with Alison’s own ‘community model’ which was more
holistic and even ‘spiritual’. So, when Ms Feisty suggested changes Alison
deferred decisions on the basis that the team was already undergoing enough
change. At the same time she acknowledged Ms Feisty’s enthusiasm and
encouraged her to continue to develop ideas. Alison found herself in the
difficult position of not wanting Ms Feisty’s changes but not wanting to
say so in case she dampened Ms Feisty’s enthusiasm. She dealt with this
dilemma by keeping it private, gatekeeping change using hidden rules (i.e.
community model ideas get a ‘green light’, mental health model ideas a
red one), expressing approval of ideas she had doubts about and cover-
ing-up all of this. Rather than illustrating an exception to Model I this
example aptly demonstrated a Model I expression of ‘trust’ that ran the
risk of both undermining enthusiasm in the long term when the ‘great’
ideas that Alison says she wants more of come to nought, and make it very
difficult for Alison and Ms Fiesty to discuss why they have come to nought.

The third goal of the researcher is to construct and offer for critique
solutions that are underpinned by Model II’s learning oriented norms. For
research participants to risk altering the norms that sustain the status quo
they need opportunities to evaluate the potential of a Model II approach.
For example, in our discussion of the predicament Alison faced in nega-
tively evaluating Ms Feisty’s ideas but not wishing to dilute her eagerness
I suggested that a Model II solution would begin by making the underly-
ing dilemma and its associated assumptions discussable:

Tim: I would start by sharing the dilemma publicly with her: ‘I don’t want
to dampen your enthusiasm, but at the same time I have some reservations
about the changes that you are suggesting. Would you be interested in talk-
ing about that?’

Alison can then begin to evaluate the viability of Model II for improving
her and her team’s effectiveness and capacity to learn in the face of difficult
issues. The process is not linear, but iterative. For example, as our work
progressed Alison began to encourage her team to be open with their griev-
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ances, so employing a Model II action strategy. But the result was a del-
uge of complaints that levelled all responsibility for solving the problems
at Alison’s feet. Alison quite understandably wondered how this could be
an improvement! These kinds of doubts are both expected and an impor-
tant part of the learning process because the research participants begin
to experience the difference between employing action strategies, such as
asking for negative feedback, and internalising values such as seeking valid
information. It also makes it more possible for the participants to make a
freer choice to implement Model II values because they become better
informed about the difficulties involved and the commitment required. In
this case the immediate choice was between the previous Model I social
world of the team where these grievances existed but were unexpressed
and one in which they were expressed but unresolved. If Alison believed
the latter constituted a movement in the direction of making issues man-
ageable, because they were now ‘on the table’, she would need to apply
Model II values to the new problem, seeking to understand why the team
members had not previously expressed their concerns and what assump-
tions led them to believe Alison was solely responsible for solving their
problems. In short, Alison would need to replicate with her team the iter-
ative process she and I were engaged in. 

Conclusion

At the very core of the theory of emancipatory critique is the notion of
false consciousness; of unconscious motivations, tacit skills, unacknowledged
conditions and unintended consequences. It is these impediments, given in
the TMSA, that obfuscate and delude. Unfortunately, it is also these imped-
iments that make suspect the data that emancipatory theories depend upon.
This is the riddle that Collier fears is terminal to the critical naturalist pro-
ject as the possibility of human sciences, as opposed to his epistemoids.

The theory of action offers a discourse ethics (Model II) for addressing
this problem that is derived from a causal theory. The causal theory itself
issues from a transcendental argument based on puzzling empirical phe-
nomena that suggest, in critical naturalist terminology, a discrepancy between
real and assumed grounds for action.87 It aims to increase the amount of
freedom from unconscious constraints and distortions through awareness
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building and the joint testing of both the existence of theoretically postu-
lated mechanisms and the feasibility of theory-derived solutions. It is a the-
ory that transcends tired empiricist and hermeneutic antinomies between
theory and practice, subjectivity and objectivity, interpretation and causal
explanation. This is precisely the kind of theory the philosophical under-
labouring of the critical naturalist project wished to facilitate.88

We could only touch on the empirical work here, and for some the
insights may seem slight. However, without a theory that enables Alison
to correctly identify the causal dimensions of her social world she would
be left with her lay theories, which trap her in a self-reinforcing loop. The
more Ms X resists Alison’s diagnosis the more she is seen as unreason-
able, which confirms the original (but untested) diagnosis that she is unrea-
sonable. I emphasise again that the theory would claim that we will all be
stuck in this loop if our core assumptions of meaning and purpose are
threatened. This is not a matter of having the will or the right ideas. It
is not vulnerable to idealist solutions, but only to reflective praxis in the
light of an explanatory theory.89 Alison and Ms X are, after all, veterans
of social organisations with emancipatory aims and are trained in inter-
personal skills. According to the theory of action they must have their anti-
learning tendencies triggered by double-loop issues unless they develop skills
of intervention that address these dynamics and alter their automatic and
tacit reactions. In this sense changes on the level of theory-in-use are eman-
cipatory exactly as Bhaskar describes: a direct consequence of the theory’s
scientific status (revealing causal mechanisms leading to critical praxis) rather
than a romantic addition.

Now let us return to the criticisms of critical naturalism and see how
they fare in light of the theory and empirical work outlined here.

Collier90 doubts our capacity to discriminate between accounts where
closure, and hence experimentation, is unavailable. The absence of closure
means that causal mechanisms and structures cannot be isolated, which in
turn means the human sciences must be much more tentative than the
natural sciences. But closure is not all or nothing91 and is never guaranteed.
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Even physics, which both Bhaskar and Collier are fond of citing as the
apogee of scientific practice, has significant programs where the archetypal
closed experiment is not available.92 To be sure, experimental isolation does
confer greater certainty. But without it we can still evaluate the relative
performance of rival hypotheses.93 At the beginning of our research Alison
believed all of the problems in her relationship with Ms X could be
explained by Ms X’s recalcitrance. But that interpretation was challenged
by the researcher’s alternative theory. In our role plays and conversations
it became evident to Alison that it was indeed plausible that Ms X became
upset because of her (Alison’s) Model I actions. She then attempted to par-
tially rescue her earlier interpretation by saying, in effect, ‘yes I contributed
to this by being unilateral, but I had to be because Ms X has a person-
ality disorder’. This interpretation, in turn, was subject to critical scrutiny
in the light of other evidence, in particular that Alison has behaved in
exactly the same way as Ms X. Thus challenges to the role of theories-
in-use as causal mechanisms are progressively closed off, through recourse
to other data or new data (in the form of role plays, for example). Of
course this process is not infallible with respect to its subject; Ms X may

have had a personality issue and this may have to be faced. But this aspect
of the substantive problem was not the point of these particular inves-
tigative interactions. The point was that the reasoning Alison was using to
arrive at this conclusion was illogical, consistent with Model I, and there-
fore produced a learning system that impeded investigation of the sub-
stantive problem. Even though conclusions reached in this way about the
learning system also are potentially revisable, they can nevertheless be deci-
sive. That is, the research participants, in the interest of solving their prob-
lems and extending their competence, come to accept that this is the most
robust explanation currently available.

In part, then, this validation uses post hoc examinations of events to
reveal the most adequate explanatory framework.94 But it goes beyond this
to use conditional prediction. If Alison really is prone to use Model I inter-
pretations of the social environment and produce Model I designs for action
then certain consequences should follow: she should find it difficult to
engage in double-loop learning in every aspect of the team’s operations
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that are non-routine, contested and require joint decision making and mon-
itoring. This was found to be the case, as exemplified in her handling of
her doubts about Ms Feisty’s recommendations, which was a quite sepa-
rate issue to the core issue we were examining. This is not to say that the
theory of action allows prediction at the level of events; there’s no succor
for empiricists and behaviourists here. Ms Feisty may have reacted in many
different ways; she may have ‘blown up’ as Ms X had done, may have
withdrawn, may have appeared to do neither but passively resisted Alison’s
change efforts and so on. Prediction is at the action strategy and theory-
in-use level, which is what critical naturalists would expect given their com-
mitment to a stratified ontology (consisting of real underlying causes, actu-
alities and actualities observed as empirical events) and transfactuality (the
powers of mechanisms to operate in conjunction with other mechanisms
in open systems, making prediction at the event level impossible). We are,
as Bhaskar has put it, dealing with tendencies95 that evidence an underly-
ing mechanism. 

The theory of action also assuages Sayer’s96 concerns. It is a normative
theory that takes the testing of the impact of norms on the learning sys-
tem as its major focus. It advocates an ideal state of affairs from which it
criticises the status quo, proposes a discourse ethics, Model II, which encour-
ages the discussion of unmet needs and the confrontation of unmet respon-
sibilities, and makes the norms of the ideal state and the discourse process
open to confrontation (so it is self-reflective).97 When Alison becomes con-
cerned that asking for criticism, in accordance with Model II norms, cre-
ates as many difficulties as it resolves she is in fact beginning the process
of testing the viability and desirability of the alternative social world the
theory of action posits as more effective, affirming and trust enhancing. In
addition, this discourse ethics is consistent with Sayer’s vision of a process
that goes beyond common procedural approaches concerned with consen-
sus and legitimation to one directed at establishing validity.98

Which brings us to Chalmers, who is well aware of the havoc being
wreaked on the human sciences by empiricist assumptions,99 but neverthe-
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less balks at Bhaskar’s ontological boldness. While his doubts are general
and vague enough to make it difficult to decisively reject them, the research
described here must go some way towards alleviating them. For here we
have an example which fits within a successful research program,100 that
is causal explanatory in precisely the way critical naturalism would pre-
scribe without being specifically Marxist, and exemplifies ‘efficacious inter-
vention’. Agents’ powers and social structures in the form of theories-in-
use are both causal, with structures pre-existing the agents and constraining
their possibilities, but agents able to transform those structures. The social
world is thus construed as stratified in the sense that the perceived events
are caused by deeper mechanisms; is transfactual in the sense that agent
and structure are both acting in the open system, which is unpredictable
in the Humean sense but is capable of explanation; and is thus potentially
changeable rather than static, allowing the possibility of emancipation.

But what of structures? Could they still be a ‘tenacious truism’ that
Harré has unmasked? Now Harré could mount an argument to this effect,
simply redescribing the structuratum/mechanism of theory-in-use as a close
relative of his reductons. In this view we are all socially conditioned to
interpret and act in particular ways which the social scientist then abstracts
to derive the concept of theories-in-use. In this sense theories-in-use are
not causal mechanisms at all, just categories that pick out certain stabili-
ties in behaviour across contexts. 

But this is where prediction comes into its own. Because the theory of
action is a causal theory that identifies a generative mechanism it can use
behaviour in one situation to describe liabilities that are likely to occur in
novel situations. If Alison is behaving consistently with Model I values in
her dealings with Ms X, she is using a self-sealing theory that makes it
highly unlikely that she would have previously questioned the norms that
underpin her actions. Given this, she will act consistently with Model I in
other difficult and embarrassing situations and create cycles of limited learn-
ing in them also, unless the others involved use Model II values or some
equivalent, which also seems unlikely in the light of thirty years of empir-
ical findings to the contrary. And this is indeed what we found here, the
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example of Ms Feisty above being testimony to this. Reductons, as habits,
quite plainly can’t do this work. The way people walk through a door, the
way they sit, the way men walk with women on a footpath101 tells us very
little, if anything, about their liabilities in novel circumstances.

It is not surprising that agency explanations fail given previous research
has found that agents cannot act inconsistently with their theory-in-use,
even if they wish to.102 In a very real sense theories-in-use use people rather
than the other way around. While agents can change their discourse all
they want, altering theories-in-use is only achieved through a theoretically
informed reflective praxis—this is after all the basis for the distinction
between espoused theory and theory-in-use in the first place.

While this suggests Harré’s criticisms are mistaken, I want to now argue
that one intuition they were based on is correct, namely that changing
social structures seems often to have no significant impact on the way
things are done. Harré’s examples are all at the level of governing struc-
tures of the state, but the same observation is routinely made with regard
to organsational change.103

Argyris has found that groups left to their own devices to construct
norms and practices conducive to double-loop learning fail to do so.104 The
consistency of these findings in both artificial learning groups and actual
organisations has led Argyris to postulate that changing only the social
structures and rules of the organisation (such as removing levels of power)
does little to bring lasting or deep change because the theories-in-use that
govern the agents’ interpretations and subsequent designs for action remain
the same.105 Nevertheless, once the agents have a moderate degree of com-
petence in Model II (or equivalent) theory-in-use they will need to use this
to redesign organisational structures, rules and norms.106 If they do not
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then the pressures of these norms, rules and structures will encourage a
return of Model I reasoning and practices in existing members and socialise
new members into the particular Model I practices of the organisation.
Note, however, that the impotence of changing the organisational struc-
tures alone in this account is still consistent with the theory of explana-
tory critique and does not imply that structures have no causal powers. It
does suggest the possibility, though, that social and psychological structures
are involved in a sophisticated interplay.107

Whether these observations from the theory of action perspective find
favour with critical realists or not, to progress the theory of explanatory
critique there is a need to locate and test theories of practical intervention
in the social world. And these tests of theoretical adequacy will demand
objective adjudication of competing accounts of social meaning. Only
through research programs such as the theory of action will we get beyond
the ever deepening rut of the hermeneutic circle that Collier fears to an
evolving explanatory and emancipatory spiral, as Bhaskar hopes.
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